
Worldbuilding Document Sample: 

1. 

Genre: Post-Apocalypse 

Document: A letter near a chained-up zombie 

Word count: 161 

 

Millie. 

If you are reading this, you made it.  

I hope that this letter at least reaches you, I’m trying to keep myself together, but the 

infection is taking over, I don’t know how long I can last, I don’t know how long I can write 

this. 

Remember when we were at the mountains, sitting by the crashed plane over the horizon? 

It was a place where we made our promise, to find that safe place over the border. 

I’m sorry that I broke that promise, I wish that I can make it up to you. but by the time you 

read this, I’ll be long gone. 

This will be scary for you, but there is no need to be afraid, you are strong, you are a fighter, 

but most important, despite the rage you had for this unfortunate world, you are 

enthusiastic. 

I’m getting woozy. 

Please do me one last favour, whoever reading this…  

Put a bullet in my brain. 

  



2. 

Genre: Sci-Fi 

Document: Transmission of a declined request written by an overseer of a company 

Word Count: 195 

 

Dear Mr. Bringston 

 

I have read your request for additional shipment for improved working gear and ration 

supplies. It was a very touching email. 

However, it has come to my attention that your job as operative leader had been lacking as 

of late. Need to remind you that the minimum quota of our harvest is not met within the 

deadline, resulting in a decrease in our profits to sell our wares in other colonies. 

We do not have the funds or resources to purchase newer equipment or provide improved 

rations for breaktime meals. Thus, must decline your request.  

Due to the failure to meet quota, I have now implemented more restrictions to the period 

for our daily routine. 

Break times will shorten, work time will lengthen, this is in hopes to meet all ends of our 

daily quota and restore stability of the company. 

If you have any questions, complaints, or other requests. Please contact me again, though, I 

do not want to hear reconsiderations of my decision, it is final and will remain so. My 

suggestions are to improve your workers and make them more efficient at their jobs. 

Kind regards. 

 

-Superior Overseer Frailway. 

 

 

  



3. 

Genre: Fantasy 

Document: A biography of fairies written by someone who studies mythical creatures. 

Word Count: 302 

 

Fairies 

The Myths behind these creatures scattered like wildfire, several sources consider them as 

imaginary, hence their commonly used name used for ‘fairy tale.’ But in truth, they are 

indeed real, as real as everything in this tone. 

Fairies are small, humanoid, insect-sized specimen. Female dominant, with males as rare as 

the creature’ sightseeing. 

Though they appear similar to human, facial, physical, with minor differences, such as 

smaller ears, glossing eyes, and a pair of wings similar to butterflies, the pattern fairy wings 

vary from each specimen. The most common colours are blue, green, orange, and purple. 

Without proper insight, one could confuse a Fairy with a butterfly. 

A Fairy’s natural habitat is located hight above trees, within the branches and the leaves, 

living in small huts made out of the trees, all collective to form a ‘tree village.’ These villages 

are located in forests that common folks describe being, ‘Enchanted’ or ‘Cursed.’ 

Much like human villages, their activities are almost similar to the common folk, workplaces 

in the trees, merchants selling their wares at markets, taking care of their tree as if it were 

their mother. 

According to the myths, some enchanted trees created the fairies, formed using raindrops 

and a form of magic within the sprit inside the tree, creating life in a tiny being. 

To that, it is no wonder fairies are often a rare sight, as they stick to their tree, and rarely go 

beyond the next tree. Though, there had been strays from time to time, similar behaviour to 

peasants going travelling for an adventure. These stray fairies go out in hopes to find 

something valuable to bring back for the tree. Like bring back golden treasure after a long 

journey. 

A handful of these strays were captured and studied, in order to make this very article. 

 


